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ABSTRACT 
Asian economic crisis, burst of IT bubble and September 11 terror attack have led 
to persistent global economic downturn. Many companies have adopted cost-cutting 
measures such as layoff, pay freeze and pay reduction in order to increase productivity 
and improve performance in recent years. We understand that cost-cutting policies, in 
many cases, are inevitable. However, we would like to understand if those policies will 
also create problems such as lower staff commitment and loyalty at the same time, and 
how companies deal with those problems. In this report, our scope of study is limited to 
Hong Kong organizations. We hope that our study can provide insights to Hong Kong 
employers for their manpower management decisions during such a tough period, 
while the economy is struck hardly by the Iraqi war and Severe Acute Respiratory 
Syndrome (SARS). 
As our topic is regarded by many employers as sensitive, viewpoints from 
employers are difficult to collect. The report, therefore, mainly discusses employees' 
points of views on the issues. From our analyses, it is found that adoption of 
cost-cutting measures have negatively affected employer-employee relationship. 
Cost-cutting measures raise job stress and lower staff morale, sense of job security and 
work passion, which may eventually affect services quality of the companies. It is also 
found that employers are not very enthusiastic at providing remedial measures to 
employees. Remedial actions commonly taken are not regarded as very effective， 
partially because of the lack of sincerity and failure to keep promise by management. 
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No one would object that human capital is a very important asset of a company, 
especially in this knowledge-intensive economy. Nevertheless, hard decision has to be 
made on human resources reallocation in order to improve efficiency for higher 
competitiveness or even survival, during slump. When making such decisions, 
cautions must be made on potential problems aroused directly and indirectly. For those 
companies that deploy layoffs, they have to make provisions for severance pays and 
pensions which are legally bound. On the other hand, they should be prepared that their 
remaining employees may suffer from the "survivor syndrome" - denial, job insecurity, 
depression, stress, distrust and betrayal, dissatisfaction with planning and 
communication, and a thirst for information (Burke, R.J. et al. (2000, p.8)). For those 
companies that use milder ways to cut costs (e.g., pay cut and voluntary redundancy), 
may also discover that their staff is less innovative and contributive than before because 
they are becoming more risk-averse or distracted by home economic problems. 
In Hong Kong, the unemployment rate reached its highest during May-Jul 2002 
period at 7.8%. Pay cut or freeze are still common, as reflected by the statistics 
provided by the Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department. The nominal index of 
payroll per person engaged in all selected industry sectors dropped for four consecutive 
periods from 1st quarter to 4th quarter of 2002: 
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TABLE 1 
NOMINAL INDEX OF PAYROLL PER PERSON 
FOR ALL INDUSTRY SECTORS, 2002 
Period Year-on-year % change 
2002 Q1 
2002 Q2 -1.0 
2002 Q3 -1.5 
2002 Q4 I -1.2 
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 2003 
In that sense, does it represent that Hong Kong employees will suffer from 
survivor syndrome once they lose their colleagues to work with them? Are they less 
contributory after pay cuts? 
Further from the above-mentioned consequences, layoffs and reductions in salary/ 
benefits are suspicious in hurting employer-employee relationship. According to the 
Report of Commissioner for Labour 2000, number of grievance claims registered by 
the Labour Department have upward trend in recent years, which demonstrates that 
employees become more dissatisfied with their employers. Does it imply that such 
trend is related to the increasing cases of redundancy and pay cuts in Hong Kong? 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER OF CLAIMS FROM 1997 TO 2000 





Source: Report of the Commissioner for Labour 2000 




Our research is planned to serve two objectives: i) to understand the effects of 
cost-cutting measures adopted by Hong Kong companies on employees; and ii) to 
understand how employers deal with those effects and whether the employees are 
satisfied with the responding actions taken by employers to relieve those effects. 
Significance of Study 
Until now, studies on manpower cost-cutting in Hong Kong primarily focus on 
citizens' employment status, job seeking situation of the unemployed and general 
feelings about job security (e.g., the quarterly survey on employment conducted by the 
Hong Kong Federation of Trade Union^ and the Job Security survey conducted by 
Democratic Alliance for Betterment of Hong Kong in April 2000" )^. Few of them have 
ever associated the cost-cutting measures with the negative emotions and feelings 
statistically. Since Hong Kong has experienced a rather short history of cost-cutting 
waves compared with the developed economies such as the US and Japan, no study has 
been done in Hong Kong about employers' attitudes on staff management after 
personnel turbulence. This study is thus designed to identify the different impacts 
between using and not using staff cuts on employees' emotions and attitudes, as well as 
the effectiveness of using different remedial measures on maintaining job satisfaction. 
The latter deliverable, together with an extra question on what employees think as 
the "most appreciated remedial measure", reflect the expectations of employees on 
3 Quarterly survey on employment -Hong Kong Federation of Trade Union: 
http://www.ftu.org.hk/database/employ_report/200004.pdf 
4 Job Security Survey - Democratic Alliance for Betterment of Hong Kong: 
http://www.dab.org.hk/dab_ch/sitea/mmm/articletemplate.asp?ici=1780&lang=0&category=339&catPar=3 
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their bosses during hard times. While Hong Kong employers have no idea about the 
need for different staff management system or what should be done to maintain job 




Our literature research suggests that cost-cutting measures have negative effects 
on staff. ''Overload, conflict, and low morale and insecurity are consequences of the 
change in the work processes accompanying downsizing.” (Karake-Shalhoub, 1999， 
P.85). A study by Bewley in 1992 demonstrated interviewees' belief that pay cuts 
reduced morale and demotivated workers. (Bewley, T. 1999). In addition, according 
to a research done by the American Management Association in 1994 (Cappelli, et al. 
1997, P.81)，86% of the respondents said that employee morale declined after 
downsizing. The author mentioned that staff morale was affected after downsizing as 
survivors might wonder whether they were the next to go. They also need to take on 
broader and unfamiliar responsibilities after downsizing, they feel bumt-out and 
frustrated. Declines in organizational commitment therefore follow. Similar findings 
were obtained in the 1995 Canadian Dismissal Practices Survey conducted in Toronto, 
Ontario in 1995 (Burke,, et al. 2000, p.6), where 61% of 1,034 surveyed Canadian 
organizations with restructuring and downsizing in 1994 reported decreased morale and 
50% reported decreased company loyalty. The author thus explained that “job loss and 
the threat of job loss have a negative effect on an employee 's psychological and social 
well being”. 
Moreover, academics found that “downsizing organizations often operate under 
heightened stress levels” (Burke, et al. 2000, p. 134). With high level of job stress, 
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employers would suffer from staff absenteeism, lower productivity and rising worker's 
pay and health care claims, which would increase employers' expenditure (Carter, 1999， 
P.23). Furthermore, Human Resources professionals (Gottlieb,, and Conkling, 1995) 
believed that organizations were more aware of compensation to displaced staff, while 
ignoring supports to the survivors “for the end to job security provided by 
organizations" (Burke, R.J. et al. (2000, p.9)). The 1995 Canadian Dismissal Practices 
Survey cited earlier also showed that almost 90% of the surveyed organizations 
"believed that organizations could no longer offer job security to employees 
Sequentially, according to Burchell, et al (2002, p. 110-111)，“there is consistent, 
international evidence for the detrimental effects of the experience of both job 
insecurity and work intensification on psychological health and well-being.” Heery, E 
& Salmon, J. (2000, p. 192-193) further suggested that “job insecurity was found to 
have negative correlations with all the performance measures, and positive 
correlations with job dissatisfaction, anxiety and depression.” 
It can be inferred from the above findings that company change such as 
downsizing will impose negative effects on staff. Without handling the effects carefully, 
both employers and employees will suffer. According to the Service Profit Chain 
theory (Figure 1)，employee satisfaction drives loyalty, loyalty drives productivity, 
productivity drives value, which will then drive customer satisfaction and loyalty, and 
eventually lead to company growth and profitability. From this theory, it is obvious 
that employee is the most important driver for company growth and profitability. If 
employees are not satisfied with their work, company will suffer. 
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FIGURE 1 
SERVICE PROFIT CHAIN MODEL ^ 
Internal External 
Operating strategy and Target markec 
service deliveiy system 
Sacisfacciofi Loyalty 
/ \ Customers ^ ^ Revenue 
I ‘ ， g r o w t h • 
f Employees —气二： _ Satisfaction ^ L o y a l t y - ^ • 
\ / L^ProfinabifityJ 
Capability Proou^tiwty and 
\ output quality 
Service 
『 q u a l i t y 
• Woiltplace design »Quality and • Attriccive • Lifetime 
• Job descnption/decision- productivity value value 
making lattitude improvements •Service • Retention 
• Selection and yield higher designed and • Repeat 
development service quality delr/ered to business 
• Rewards and recognition and lower cost meet targeted • Referrals 
• Information and customers' 
commun:cation needs 
« Adequate "tools^ 
to serve customers 
Source: http://www.bcauditor.com/PUBS/2002-03/Reportl/sec8_htm 
From this theory, it can be inferred that if cost adjustment policies adopted by 
companies affect employees，job satisfaction，staff morale，security and work passion， 
etc., companies' growth capability is likely to be weakened in long-run. Then people 
would ask: What should the employers do? 
Our literatures state several recommendations as employers can do to retrieve staff 
morale and loyalty. While they have different views on some points such as 
employees' involvement in cost-cutting planning，they all agree that the followings are 
5 Source : Hesket t , J ames L.，Jones, T h o m a s O.，Loveman, Gary W.，Sasser，W. Earl , Jr., & Schlesinger，Leonard A.， 
Put t ing the Service-Prof i t Chain to Work, Harvard Business Review, March-Apr i l 1994 
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effective solutions: 
1. Increase communication - “Communications from management concerning 
layoffs are directly related to survivors ‘ subsequent reactions'' (Nail, A. 1995). 
Only in cases where a trusted management can communicate that the company 
itself is in serious danger of going out of business are wage reductions acceptable 
(Bewley, T. 1999). Employers are advised to consult and listen to employees' 
views and feedbacks so as to reduce staff's uncertainty and worry. They are 
encouraged to tell what they know and help the staff focus their efforts. It is a bad 
choice to hide information, especially bad news, from the staff. Employees will 
feel panic under the situation that rumour circulates but no clear answers are heard. 
Trust between employers and employees can be built if employers perform 
honestly. 
2. Increase transparency - Corporations should pursue the state where every level 
of the company, from top management to junior employees, shows an 
understanding of and support for a common direction of the company. It is 
important that employees should be treated fairly and well-informed how 
cost-cutting decisions are made. Discrimination should be forbidden. 
3. Encourage rewards and recognition - Incentives are not always about material, 
but sense of respect. By instituting a system of rewards and recognition, or 
offering sincere appreciation, employees will be energized and encouraged to 
perform better. 
To conclude, most of our literatures mainly study effects of restructuring, 
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downsizing and reengineering. In our research, major focus is on effects of cost-cutting 
measures. Although they are not the same thing, they affect staff directly. Without 
handling the post-effects carefully, employers and employees will still suffer. In the 
coming chapters, our survey results and implications are discussed. It would be 




In conducting our research, four hypotheses have been made: 
1. Hypothesis 1: Cost-cutting measures negatively affect employer-employee 
relationship; 
2. Hypothesis 2: Cost-cutting measures have negative psychological effect(s) on 
employees; 
3. Hypothesis 3: Employers are concerned about the post-effect(s) of cost-cutting 
measures on employees; and 
4. Hypothesis 4: Remedial measures done by employers can effectively reduce the 
negative effects on employees. 
Hypothesis 2 is further elaborated into four sub-sections, namely: 
i. Hypothesis 2a: Cost-cutting measures reduce staff morale 
ii. Hypothesis 2b: Cost-cutting measures increase job stress 
iii. Hypothesis 2c: Cost-cutting measures decrease job security 





In conducting our research, primary and secondary data were collected. The 
purposes of collecting secondary data are i) to build up foundation knowledge of the 
topic; ii) to facilitate the design of our survey and interviews; and iii) to adduce the 
findings of our survey and interviews. 
Primary data were collected through both quantitative and qualitative methods 
through a survey and interviews with human resources professionals and employer. 
Data Collection Methods 
Secondary data 
Secondary data were mainly gathered from the Internet, literatures, newspapers, 
journals and research reports complied by different parties like the Hong Kong Institute 
of Human Resource Management. 
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Primary data 
A questionnaire was designed and distributed to employees whose companies had 
deployed any kind of cost-cutting measures in recent years (from year 2000 to now). 
The questionnaire was intended to serve three purposes: 
i. to investigate the effects of cost-cutting measures on employer-employee 
relationship; 
ii. to investigate the effects of cost-cutting measures on employees; and 
iii. to investigate employers' responses on negative effects of cost-cutting 
measures, and employees' feedbacks on such responses. 
The questionnaire consists of two parts 一 Part I includes questions concerning the 
general issues of cost-cutting measures, their effects on employees, employers' 
remedial actions and employees' willingness to stay. Part II collects the personal 
information of the respondents (Please refer to Appendix I for a sample of 
questionnaire). 
To understand employers' viewpoints as a contrast, interviews with two human 
resources consultants and one employer were conducted. Open-ended and unstructured 
questions were asked, starting with standard questions and then other related questions. 
Firstly, they were asked about their understanding about the Hong Kong's general 
employment situation. Then they were asked about the phenomenon of manpower 
cost-cutting, including staff involvement, expected benefits, psychological effects on 
employees, employers' attitudes towards staff management afterwards, and their 
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opinions about different types of remedial actions. 
Sampling Methods 
Pilot testing of the survey was conducted with a sample size of 22. In the wake of 
the pilot testing, data were preliminarily analysed for further improvement of the 
questionnaire. Final version of the questionnaire was distributed to 3 different groups 
of people: passer-bys on streets, randomly picked telephone numbers from online 
residential phone directory, and personal network. Only questionnaires completed by 
those whose companies had undergone any sort of manpower cost-cutting measures 
were accepted. In total, 165 questionnaires were collected: 54 were from passer-bys 
and calls and 111 from network. These two sub-sample groups share many similar 
characteristics, but they seem to have some differences: 
1. relatively high portion of network respondents are within 20-29 age category (59% 
vs. 44% in non-network group) and smaller portion are within 30-39 age category 
(32% vs. 39%) because some of our network are friends of similar ages; 
2. more network respondents are working as supervisory level (34% vs. 28%) and less 
of them are working as middle management level (11% vs. 24%), which seem 
related to their age; and 
3. our network respondents seem more loyal to their company than non-network 
respondents. 59% of the network respondents have been working for their present 
employers for over 3 years, but 44% of the non-network respondents have been 
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doing so. However, there is no explanation for such phenomenon. 
On-street survey was conducted in Admiralty and Central by convenience 
sampling method in mid-March 2003. Such locations were chosen as they are Hong 
Kong's central business districts and many of our target respondents work there. The 
response rate of street survey is about 20%. Telephone survey was conducted using 
convenience sampling in late-March 2003 at nights (from 8:00 to 10:30 p.m.) when 
employees were likely at home after work. Phone numbers were manually picked from 
residential telephone directory and a total of 285 calls were made. Having 20 sets of 
questionnaires successfully completed, the response rate is 7%. For survey through 
network, snowball sampling was used. Personal network was asked to fill in the 
questionnaires and distribute other questionnaires copies to their networks to complete. 
Sample Characteristics 
Characteristics of our respondents are summarized as follows: (refer to Appendix 
II for detailed information): 
1. 54% of our respondents are female; 
2. Majority (88%) of our respondents are in 20-39 age categories; 
3. Over half of our respondents have a college degree (63%); 
4. The top three industries our respondents are serving are: accounting (20%), banking 
(17%) and trading (6%); 
5. Same portion (32%) of our respondents are working as junior or supervisory levels; 
6. Almost half of our respondents are working in large enterprises of over 500 staff; 
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7. More respondents have been working for their present employers for 1-3 years 
(33%) and over 5 years (40%); and 
8. More respondents earn $10,001-20,000 a month (44%), followed by earning 
$20,001-30,000 a month (24%). 
Data Analysis Method 
All the data collected from questionnaire interviews are coded and inputted. SPSS 
is used as the statistical analysis tool. Various dimensions, including frequency; t-tests 




Common Cost-Cutting Measures Adopted by Hong Kong Companies 
According to our survey findings, the most common measures employers adopted 
to cut manpower costs were pay freeze (73%), layoff (58%) and fringe benefit 
reduction (53%). Unexpectedly, only 37% of the respondents' companies had adopted 
pay cut. 
FIGURE 2 
COMMON COST-CUTTING MEASURES ADOPTED 
Question 1.) Which of the fol lowing cost-cutting measures has 
your employer adopted from year 2000 to now? 
Pay freeze I h h H H I H ^ H H I H I I ^ H I H I H H ^ > 
Fringe benefits reduction ^ • • • ^ • • ^ • • • • • • ^ ^ H 53°/( 
Pay reduction I H ^ H H ^ H I I H 37% 
Voluntary redundancy • • • • 13°/) 
Layoff ^ ^ H I H H H I ^ ^ H H H H i 58% 
Others 卜 2% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
Communication Between Employers and Employees 
From our survey, it was found that 63% of the respondents' companies had 
informed the employees of the reason(s) for adopting cost-cutting policies; 30% did not 
do so; and 7% of the respondents were not even sure whether their employers had 
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informed them of the reasons. 
FIGURE 3 
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYERS INFORMING STAFF OF THE REASON(S) 
FOR COST-CUTTING MEASURES 
Question 2.) Has your employer informed the staff about 
the reason(s) of adopting those cost-cutting measures? 
I i I I 
Yes 63% 
r I 
No p H l ^ a H I ^ H 30% 
Not sure • • 7% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
Employees' Attitude Towards Cost-Cutting Measures 
It was found that 50% of the respondents agreed that adoption of the cost-cutting 
measures is necessary, while 30% did not agree. 
FIGURE 4 
EMPLOYEES' ATTITUDE TOWARDS COST-CUTTING MEASURES 
Question 3.) Do you think that the adoption of those 
cost-cutting measures Is necessary? 
Yes h m m m m a ^ ^ ^ m m m m ^ M 50% 
No H H H B H I H B H 30% 
Not sure | — i — • 20% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 
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Relationship Between Employers and Employees 
Three parameters were measured, namely sense of belongings and loyalty^ to 
companies, trust to employers, and conflicts with employers. It was found that 66% of 
respondents reported decrease in sense of belongings and loyalty, and 57% reported 
decrease in trust to employers. Meanwhile, 75% of the respondents believed 
cost-cutting measures did not cause more conflicts between them and their employers. 
FIGURE 5 
COST-CUTTING MEASURES ON EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP 
Question 7.) Please rate the change of the following aspects after 
cost-cutting measures have been undergone 
Sense of belongings & | B B i i i i i l 圓 國 i 哪 l l i i | i | i i l i _ l l . . . i l l l i i i i i i i 66% 
loyalty ^ 丨将:i::;:;:::;:;:丨丨丨丨：丨:。:;:;:‘;:丨：丨：丨:P。勿 
^ ^ ^ ― f f W f f f f f U f i f i f f f i i f f P — l 朽 7% ! • Decreases! 
Trustto the employer { 丨 41 双 • No change 
—C^ aiaBmB • Increases 
Conflicts with the ^ 
employer ‘ 
pi^BBDODDDDD 
1 I i I 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
Effects of Cost-Cutting Measures 
Staff Morale 
From the findings, 81% of the respondents said that staff morale decreased after 
adoption of the cost-cutting measures; 18% remained unchanged and 1% increased. 
This finding is coherent with the literature search findings in Literature Review section. 
6 In this report, loyalty and sense of belongings are interchangeable. They refer to the same concept. 
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FIGURE 6 
COST-CUTTING MEASURES ON STAFF MORALE 
Question 4.) How do those cost-cutting measures affect the 
staff morale of your company? 
' 1 1 1 1 1 
Staff morale decreases • • • • • I H i i ^ H ^ H i H i ^ H 81 % 
Staff morale remains unaffected i l B H i 18% 
Staff morale increases 1% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Stress at Workplace 
From our findings, 66% of the respondents thought that work stress increased after 
adoption of cost-cutting measures. 32% remained unchanged and 2% decreased. 
FIGURE 7 
COST-CUTTING MEASURES ON WORK STRESS 
Question 5.) How do those cost-cutting measures affect 
your stress at workplace? 
I I I I 
Stress increases ^ • • • • ^ • • • • • • • • • H 66% 
Stress remains the same • • • ^ • • H 32°/> 
Stress decreases • 2% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
Job Security 
From our findings, 65% of the respondents said that their job security decreased 
after adoption of cost-cutting measures. 30% remained unchanged and 5% revealed 
higher job security. 
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FIGURE 8 
COST-CUTTING MEASURES ON JOB SECURITY 
Question 6.) How do those cost-cutting measures affect your job security? 
Job security decreases E j i ^ ~ 
I I ^ ^ 
Job security remains unchanged j H ^ H I ^ ^ H H 30% 
Job security increases • 5% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
Work Passion (explained to respondents as enthusiasm to work) 
According to the findings, 61% of our respondents said that their work passion 
decreased after adoption of cost-cutting measures. 36% responded no change and 3% 
responded an increase. 
FIGURE 9 
COST-CUTTING MEASURES ON WORK PASSION 
Question 7.) Please rate the change of work passion after 
cost-cutting measures have been undergone 
I I I I 
Decreases 61% 
No change • ^ • ^ • • j i ^ H ^ H i 3(>% 
Increases • 3% 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 
Popular Remedial Measures Taken by Employers and Their Effectiveness 
Regarding this point, three major areas are addressed, namely staff morale, stress 
at workplace and job security. To raise staff morale, 25% of the respondents' 
companies had introduced staff reward system and its weighted effectiveness was 3.12. 
To release job stress, 25% of the respondents' companies had set job target with staff 
and its weighted effectiveness was 3.15. To raise job security, 18% of respondents' 
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companies had offered promotion opportunities and its weighted effectiveness was 2.74. 
However, majority of the employers were found doing nothing to reduce the negative 
effects on employees. 
TABLE 3 
COMMON REMEDIAL MEASURES TAKEN FOR POST-EFFECTS 
p • „ . Top three popular remedial measures taken 
I 05l"©TT©CXS / m m \ 
(percentage of employers) 
Staff morale Do nothing Introduce staff Provide outplacement 
decreases (57%) '"^^725%) services (18%) 
Work stress Do nothing Set job target with Increase transparency 
increases (51%) staff (25%) (21%) 
. . p. . Guarantee no further 
Job security Do nothing Offer promotion cost-cuttina measures 
decreases (72%) opportunities (18%) cost cutting^measures 
FIGURE 10 
EFFECTIVENESS OF COMMON REMEDIAL MEASURES 
Questions 4a, 5b & 6b.) Please indicate the measure(s) your employer has done to raise 
the lowered staff morale/ help the staff to deal with the increased stress/ reduce that 
sense of job insecurity and rank the effectiveness 
Introduce staff reward ”118% 
system 
• 1 (very effective) 
^ 
S e t j o b一碰 s - 丨丨丨丨丨丨  I"丨41% 03 
Q5 (noteffective) 
Offer promotion ^^ ^^ ^一::::二:•二_‘___—_il__^^ 二二_—：二:」二二__‘__"_ 
oPPo—ities ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 冒 1 ' � 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
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Willingness to Stay at the Company in the Coming Two Years and the Reasons 
Our findings demonstrated that more than half of the respondents were likely to 
continue working for their current employers in the coming two years (53%). Among 
them, 72% mentioned the reason of "difficult to find a new job “ and 45% stated the 
reason as "contented with current situation For those who were likely to leave their 
companies in the coming two years (30%), 60% of them were dissatisfied with 
"undesirable compensation and promotion opportunities ”, while 40% were not happy 
with "heavy workload and high stress ". 
TABLE 4 
WILLINGNESS TO STAY IN COMPANIES 
Stay in company Yes (53%) No (30%) ' ^ ( 1 7 ^ 
_ . „ • “ r, . . Undesirable compensation 
Difficult to find a new job ^nd promotion opportunities 
(60%) 
_ Contented with current Heavy workload and high 
t P n = e : s situation (45%) stress (40%) 
/ l ^ ^ ^ H K Good relationship with High level of job insecurity N/A 
^ e m p l o y e r (380/0) 
D e t a b c ^ e r i ^ f l o n Low staff morale (34。/。） 
Promising promotion/ Intention to work for another 
development prospect (20%) industry (30%) 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSES AND IMPLICATIONS 




Test of Hp： | i < 2 v s . Hi： | i > 2 
t I Df I 99% Confidence Interval — 
Lower Upper 
LOYALTY 67.539 2.55 2.75 
TRUST ~59.873 2.43 ~ ~ 2.66 — 
CONFLICT 50.660 164 1.91 2.12 
Notes: 1 = Increase; 2 = No change; 3 = Decrease 
From the above results, Ho： < 2 is rejected. It is 99% confident that 
1. sense of belongings and loyalty level to employers is between 2.55 and 2.75, i.e. 
level tends to decrease; 
2. trust level to employers is between 2.43 and 2.66, i.e. level tends to decrease; and 
3. conflict with employers is between 1.91 and 2.12, i.e. level may or may not change. 
Implications 
The statistical results show that cost-cutting measures negatively affect 
employees' sense of belongings and loyalty, and their trust to employers. Mr. 
Armstrong Lee, one of our interviewees, shared similar views. He mentioned a typical 
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mentality of employees who experienced cost-cutting that they tended to look for better 
job opportunities outside even they stayed in their companies. Employers should be 
aware of this situation. It is because according to the concept of Service Profit Chain 
(p.6-7)，employee loyalty is an important factor to achieve customer satisfaction and 
loyalty. Decreasing employee loyalty will lower customer satisfaction and loyalty, 
which will directly affect company's profitability. 
From the above findings, there is no strong evidence that employer-employee 
conflict will intensify after adoption of cost-cutting measures, which is in contrast to 
what has mentioned in Chapter II - Literature Review. As mentioned in the chapter, 
Karake-Shalhoub (1999，p.85) stated that “overload, conflict, and low morale and 
insecurity are consequences of the change in the work processes accompanying 
downsizing”. 
Regarding the reasons for different results, it may be due to the fact that Chinese 
culture emphasizes harmony and avoids conflict. Also, as shown in Table 4, majority 
of the respondents, who intended to continue working in their current companies in 
coming two years, said that "difficult to find a new job" was one of the reasons for stay. 
In order to remain employed, employees would like to build up close relationship with 
employers. They, therefore, will try to avoid conflict. In addition, as reflected by some 
of the survey respondents, they did not want to voice out their dissatisfaction after 
adoption of cost-cutting measures as they thought that was useless. It may be due to the 
fact of decreasing sense of belongings and trust to employers. Without voicing out 
dissatisfaction, it is unlikely that employer-employee conflict intensifies. 
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Company Size 
As shown in Table 6，it is found that after adoption of cost-cutting policies, 
employer-employee relationship of larger companies tends to be worse than smaller 
companies. 
TABLE 6 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPANY SIZE AND EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE 
RELATIONSHIP 
LOYALTY TRUST CONFLICT 
Pearson I T t .215** / m 
SIZE (no. Correlation 
of staff) Sig. (1-tailedT .011 — .003 .095 “ 
N I 165 I 165 I 165 -
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Size: 1 = 100 or below; 2 = 101 to 500; 3 = 500 or above 
Loyalty, trust and conflict: 1 = Increase; 2 = No change; 3 = Decrease 
It may be due to the fact that larger companies have higher pressure to cut staff 
costs in times of economic recession. They therefore find it more difficult to provide 
secure work environment for the staff. Employees feel uncertain of their future so their 
sense of belongings and trust decrease. 
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Demographic Factors 
From the table below, it is found that tenure is significantly correlated with trust, 
and marginally correlated with loyalty. 
TABLE 7 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS AND 
EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP 
LOYALTY TRUST CONFLICf 
Pearson -.120 -.153* ? m 
TENURE Correlation 
Sig. (1-tailed) .063 “ .025 .093 
I N I 165 I 165 I 165 -
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Tenure: 1 = Less than 1 year; 2=1-3 years; 3 = 4-5 years; 4 = More than 5 years 
Loyalty, trust and conflict: 1 = Increase; 2 = No change; 3 = Decrease 
The table implies that employer-employee relationship of the staff with longer 
tenure tend to be more stable or better than that of shorter-tenure staff. It may be due to 
the fact that longer-tenure staff is more satisfied with current jobs; or they are less 
willing to change and adapt to new working environment. With this finding in mind, 
employers are advised to pay more attention to build up loyalty and trust of those 
shorter-tenure employees, who are supposed to be the future of an organization. 
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Hypothesis 2: Cost-Cutting Measures Have Negative Psychological Effect(s) on 
Employees 
Hypothesis 2a: Cost-Cutting Measures Reduce Staff Morale 
TABLE 8 
EFFECTS ON STAFF MORALE 
Test of Hp： > 2 vs. Hi： [x < 2 
I T I df I 99% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
i ^ R A L E 37.254 164 1.11 1.28 
Notes: 1 = Decrease; 2 = No change; 3 = Increase 
From the above results, Ho： > 2 is rejected. It is 99% confident that staff morale 
level is between 1.11 and 1.28，i.e. level tends to decrease. In other words, there is 
strong evidence that staff morale decreases after adoption of cost-cutting measures. 
Hypothesis 2b: Cost-Cutting Measures Increase Job Stress 
TABLE 9 
EFFECTS ON JOB STRESS 
Test ofHo： vs. Hi： | i < 2 
I T I df I 99% Confidence Interval — 
Lower Upper 
STRESS 33.060 | 164 | 1.26 1.48 
Notes: 1 = Increase; 2 = No change; 3 = Decrease 
From the above results, Ho： > 2 is rejected. It is 99% confident that job stress 
level is between 1.26 and 1.48, i.e. level tends to increase. In other words, there is 
strong evidence that cost-cutting measures increase employees' job stress. 
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Hypothesis 2c: Cost-Cutting Measures Decrease Job Security 
TABLE 10 
EFFECTS ON JOB SECURITY 
Test ofHo： | a>2 vs. Hi： )i< 2 
t I df I 99% Confidence Interval — 
Lower Upper 
JOB SECURITY 130.8851 164 1.28 1.52 
Notes: 1 = Decrease; 2 = No change; 3 = Increase 
From the above results, Ho： |i > 2 is rejected. It is 99% confident that job security 
level is between 1.28 and 1.52, i.e. level tends to decrease. In other words, there is 
strong evidence that cost-cutting measures decrease employees' sense of job security. 
Hypothesis 2d: Cost-Cutting Measures Decrease Work Passion 
TABLE 11 
EFFECTS ON WORK PASSION 
Test ofHo： | a < 2 v s Hi： ^>2 
I T I df I 99% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
WORK PASSION 159.7411 164 2.46 2.69 
Notes: 1 = Increase; 2 =No change; 3 = Decrease 
From the above results, Ho： < 2 is rejected. It is 99% confident that work passion 
level is between 2.46 and 2.69, i.e. level tends to decrease. In other words, there is 
strong evidence that cost-cutting measures decrease employees' work passion. 
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Implications 
Statistically, it is found that adoption of cost-cutting measures increase job stress, 
and decrease staff morale, job security and work passion. These results confirm earlier 
studies to those mentioned in Chapter II - Literature Review (Karake-Shalhoub (1999, 
p.85), Bewley (1999) & Cappelli，et al. (1997, p.81)). Our interviewees, Mr. 
Armstrong Lee and Ms. Judy King, shared similar views. 
As mentioned in Chapter II，the above negative psychological effects are 
detrimental to companies. For example, Carter (1999, p.23) mentioned that high level 
of job stress lowered productivity and increased absenteeism. Heery & Salmon (2000, 
p.192-193) suggested that job insecurity led to job dissatisfaction, anxiety and 
depression. 
Effects of Different Cost-Cutting Measures 
As shown in the following table, it is found that among all the cost-cutting measures, 




CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COST-CUTTING MEASURES AND ITS EFFECTS 
MORALE STRESS JOB SECURITY PASSION 
~~~； “ Pearson .222** .257** .190** -.007 
Layoff Correlation 
Sig. (1-tailed) .002 ^ W .466 
N ~~165 165 165 — 165 
~ T “ Pearson ^ ^ -.009 -.012 
Pay freeze correlation 
Sig. (1-tailed) .104 J72 ^ .442 
N — 1 6 5 165 165 165 
Fringe Pearson A T T .187** .309** rT08 
benefits Correlation 
reduction Sig. ( 1 - t a i l e d .013 ~ .008 — .000 .084 
N ^ T ^ T ^ 
“ Pearson ^ -.030 
Pay reduction correlation 
Sig. (1-tailed) .119 ^ ^ .353 
N 165 “ 165 165 165 
Voluntary Pearson ^ .129* 1644 ^ 
redundancy Correlation 
Sig. (1-tailed) ~ ^ 4 8 4 .049 .288 “ .190 
N I 165 I 165 165 165 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Adoption of cost-cutting measures: 1 = Yes; 2 = No 
Morale, job security: 1 = Decrease; 2 = No change; 3 = Increase 
Stress, work passion: 1 = Increase; 2 = No change; 3 = Decrease 
The above table implies that layoff and fringe benefits reduction have higher impact 
on staff morale, job stress and sense of job security than any other cost-cutting 
measures. It is understandable that layoff will greatly decrease staff morale, increase 
job stress and decrease sense of job security as layoff means loss of working partners 
and increasing workload among survivors. Survivors are also afraid of losing their jobs 
in future. However, it is difficult to understand why fringe benefits reduction has 
higher impact than pay reduction and pay freeze. Further research should be done in 
this aspect. Nevertheless, this finding provides an important insight to employers who 
need to decide which cost-cutting measures to be adopted. It is obvious that layoff 
should be the last resort. It is not a good choice to reduce fringe benefits, if possible. 
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Company Size 
From the table below, it is found that company size is significantly and negatively 
correlated with stress and sense of job security, i.e. employees from larger companies 
tend to feel higher stress and lower job security after adoption of cost-cutting measures. 
TABLE 13 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPANY SIZE AND POST-EFFECTS 
— IMORALEI STRESS JOB SECURITY P A S S l i 
Pearson ^002 -.289** -.141* ^ ^ 
口 , Correlation 
二IS：?. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
o f s _ (1-taLj) 
I N I 165 I 165 I 165 165 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Size: 1 = 100 or below; 2 = 101 to 500; 3 = 500 or above 
Morale, job security: 1 = Decrease; 2 = No change; 3 = Increase 
Stress, work passion: 1 = Increase; 2 =No change; 3 = Decrease 
As mentioned above, larger companies may have higher pressure to cut staff costs. 
Therefore, they may adopt layoff more in order to reduce company burden (Table 14). 
As mentioned before, layoff has high correlation with higher job stress, lower staff 
morale and lower sense of job security. Before making cost-cutting decisions, top 
management from large companies need to consider twice and should be aware of the 
post-effects of cost-cutting measures on staff. 
TABLE 14 
COMPANY SIZE AND LAYOFF 
LAYOFF 
w ri Total 
y^ 
。•丨7门nn 100 or below — 26 30 56 
n fc t im" 101 to 500 21 12 “ 33 
OT 琴 I W o r above 4 8 2 8 76 
Total 95 70 165 
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Hypothesis 3: Employers are Concerned About the Post-Effect(s) of Cost-Cutting 
Measures on Employees 
TABLE 15 
EMPLOYERS' ENTHUSIASM TO DEAL WITH THE POST-EFFECTS OF 
COST-CUTTING MEASURES 
Test of Hp： = 1 vs. Hi： ji > 1 
t df 99% Confidence Interval — 
Lower Upper 
RAISE MORALE 133 一 1.31 
REDUCE STRESS 31.229 107 
RAISE SECURITY 139.4151 106 1.61 1.83 
Notes: 1 = Take action(s); 2 = Do nothing 
From the above results, Ho： = 1 is rejected. It is 99% confident that mean is 
higher than 1, i.e. employers have tendency not to take actions to deal with the 
post-effects of cost-cutting measures on staff. 
Implications 
Employers' Attitude to Different Post-Effects 
TABLE 16 
MORALE-RAISING MEASURES BY SIZE 
RAISE MORALE ~ ； 
Take action(s) Do nothing 
“ 1 0 0 or below 22 23 45 “ 
(no. of 101 to 500 14 13 27 
staff) 500 or above 41 21 — 62 
Total 77 I 57 I 134 — 
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TABLE 17 
STRESS-RELEASING MEASURES BY SIZE 
REDUCE STRESS "1 ： ^ 
Take action(s) Do nothing 
“ S l ^ 1 0 0 or below 10 15 25 “ 
(no. of 101 to 500 9 — 14 — 23 
staff) I 500 or above 34 “ 26 60 
Total 53 I 55 I 108 
TABLE 18 
SECURITY-RAISING MEASURES BY SIZE 
RAISE JOB SECURITY ~| 
Take action(s) Do nothing 
“ 1 0 0 or below 4 25 29 “ 
(no. of 101 to 500 5 一 18 23 — 
staff) 500 or above~ 21 34 — 55 一 
Total 30 I 77 I 107 一 
From the above tables, it is noticed that higher percentage of the respondents' 
companies has taken actions to deal with staff morale issue. Percentage of those who 
have dealt with job insecurity issue is quite low. This implies that companies may be 
more aware of staff morale issue. They may think that staff morale may have more 




From the table below, it is shown that larger companies tend to take remedial 
actions after adoption of cost-cutting measures. 
TABLE 19 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPANY SIZE AND COMPANY ACTIONS 
RAISE MORALE REDUCE STRESS RAISE JOB SECURITY 
Pearson -.158* ^ T ^ -.237** 
/^丨“^  匕 f Correlation 
Sig. (1-tailed) .035 ~ ~ .057 .007 
• J I N I 134 108 107 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Size: 1 = 100 or below; 2 = 101 to 500; 3 = 500 or above 
Company action: 1 = Take action(s); 2 = Do nothing 
This finding is in line with Mr. Armstrong Lee's comments. Mr. Lee said that in 
view of the fact that remedial actions involved money, and there was excess labour 
supply in the market, companies, especially smaller companies, were reluctant or had 
not thought of taking remedial actions. He said that large companies were more willing 
to do so because they needed to maintain corporate image. 
However, Ms. Judy King has different comment. She said that not only large 
companies, but also small and medium enterprises (SMEs) would ask them to provide 
outplacement services to the laid-off staff. This implies that large and small companies 
are indifferent to the adoption of remedial measures. 
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Hypothesis 4: Remedial Measures Done by Employers can Effectively Reduce the 
Negative Effects on Employees 
TABLE 20 
EFFECTIVENESS OF REMEDIAL MEASURES 
TestofHo:pi>3vs. H i : t i < 3 
t I df I 99% Confidence Interval 
Lower Upper 
OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS - MORALE 34.410 76 3.25 3.79 
OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS - STRESS 30.207 52 2.96 3.53 
OVERALL EFFECTIVENESS - JOB SECURITY 120.5441 29 2.63 3.44 
Notes: l-to-5 rating scale where 1 = very effective to 5 = no use 
From the above results, Ho： > 3 is rejected. However, it is 99% confident that 
the effectiveness of morale-raising measures adopted by the respondents' companies is 
between 3.25 and 3.79, i.e. a little bit ineffective. Regarding work stress, it is 99% 
confident that the effectiveness of stress-releasing actions is between 2.96 and 3.53, i.e. 
neither very effective nor ineffective. Similar results are obtained for job 
security-raising measures. 
Implications 
As inferred from the above results, remedial actions taken by companies cannot 
effectively reduce the negative effects of the cost-cutting measures on employees. 
There are several reasons to explain that situation. First of all, as mentioned above, 
companies are reluctant to take remedial measures. For those who have taken remedial 
measures, they may not be willing to spend too much money or time dealing with issues 
concerned. Thus, effectiveness is affected. 
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Also, some of the survey respondents mentioned that their employers broke their 
promises and thus damaged employers' credibility. For example, employers continued 
to implement pay cut or layoff measures even after they had promised that no such 
measures would be carried out in near future. Without keeping promise, effectiveness 
of remedial actions will be greatly affected. 
Another simple reason is the central tendency phenomenon. This point will be 
elaborated in Chapter VII - Limitations. 
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Other Implications From the Survey 
Reasons to Stay in Current Companies 
As shown in Table 4，72% of the respondents raised out that "difficult to find a 
new job" was one of the reasons to stay, 23% of whom stated that this was the only 
reason. Together with 96% of the respondents who would quit other than only because 
of "intention to work for another industry", we conclude that actually 41% of our total 
respondents are not satisfied with their working environment (Table 21). This implies 
that once the economy and job market become better, almost half of them would 
actively seek for change and better working environment. 
TABLE 21 
FURTHER BREAKDOWN ON REASONS TO STAY OR QUIT 
Stay in company Yes (53%) No (30%) 
Only choose "difficult to find a choose二丨ntention to 
y new job" (23%) work for another mdustry" 
Reasons to stay/ quit """include other reason(s)""" Include other reason(s) 
relating to desirable working relating to undesirable 
environment (77%) working environment (96%) 
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Demographic Factors and Intention to Stay 
TABLE 22 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS AND INTENTION TO 
STAY 
STAY 
Pearson CorrelatiorT" .006 
SEX Sig.(1-tailed) .470 
N 165 一 
Pearson Correlation -.265** 
AGE Sig. (1-tailed) — .000 — 
N 165 一 
Pearson Correlation •144* 
EDUCATION Sig. (1-tailed) .032 ~ 
N 165 
Pearson Correlation -.017 
POSITION Sig. (1-tailed) ~ ~ .412 
N 165 
Pearson Correlation -.119 
TENURE Sig. (1-tailed) ~ ~ .064 “ 
N 165 
Pearson Correlation .066 
SALARY Sig. (1-tailed) — .203 
N I 163 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Age: 1 = 29 or below; 2 = 30-39; 3 = 40 or above 
Education: 1 = secondary or below; 2 = certificate/diploma; 
3 = university or above 
Stay: 1 = Yes; 2 = No; 3 = Not sure . 
The above table shows that age and education are significantly correlated with 
intention to stay. People with higher age, or people with lower education intend to stay 
in the current companies in the next two years. 
It is understandable that higher aged people are less willing to change. This group 
of people usually works in the same companies for a long time. They are afraid of 
status and / or salary loss if they quit their jobs and work for new companies. For those 
lower educated people, their bargaining power is lower, especially in times of recession. 
Also, Hong Kong is now transforming into the knowledge-based economy. Lower 
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educated people find it more difficult to find new jobs. As such, they tend to stay in the 
same companies. 
Importance of Communication 
From the table below, it shows that companies who have informed staff of the 
reasons for adopting cost-cutting measures enjoy lower turnover rate and higher 
employees' trust to management. 
TABLE 23 
EFFECTS OF COMMUNICATION 
一 STAY TRUST 
INFORM I Pearson Correlation 一 .163* .214** — 
— S i g . (1-tailed) .018 — .003 
N I 165 165 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed). 
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed). 
Notes: Inform the reasons: 1 = Yes; 2 = No; 3 = Not sure 
Stay: 1 = Yes; 2 = No; 3 = Not sure 
Trust: 1 = Increase; 2 = No change; 3 = Decrease 
The above findings reflect the importance of communication to maintain the 
employer-employee relationship. Mr. Jeannie Fong, a human resources director of an 
international company, shared similar views. She mentioned that communication was 
extremely important as it could reduce uncertainty and worry. 
When asking the survey respondents' advice on how to reduce the negative effects 
of cost-cutting measures (Question 8 of the questionnaire), the most common 
suggestions are "improvement in communications between top management and staff 
(10%); "provision for incentives for good performance" (10%) and "improvement in 
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transparency for company's situation and outlook" (9%) (refer to Table 24). Again, 
communication is emphasized. 
TABLE 24 
SUGGESTIONS FROM EMPLOYEES 
Top five suggestions to reduce negative effects Percentage of respondents 
Improve communications between top management and staff 10% 
Provide incentives for good performance 10% 
Improve transparency for company's situation and outlook ^ 
Increase pay when company situation is getting better ^ 
Consider other means to cut cost in future 4% 
Mr. Armstrong Lee and Ms. Judy King, two human resources professionals, also 
mentioned importance of communication. Ms. King highlighted the role of 
communication in soothing job insecurity. She mentioned that lower level staff was 
especially lack of security and needed information because they might have no idea of 
what the top management was doing. 
With reference to our study, employers，employees and human resources 
professionals regard that communication is essential to build up employer-employee 
relationship, and reduce the effects of cost-cutting measures such as decreasing job 
security and morale. The "Best Employers in Asia" Study conducted annually by Far 
Eastern Economic Review and Hewitt Associates reveals that top managements of Best 
Employers emphasize regular communication with employees. 87% of the employees 
working for Best Employers believed they were well-informed about company's results 
and performance, compared with 57% in other companies (Murphy, D. 2003). 
Consequences of regular communication, according to the subsequent survey on Best 
Employers in 1993 and 1998 by Vanderbilt University, are encouraging. The top 100 
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Best Employers in the US in 1998 had average profit margin of 6.6% from 1995-98 as 
compared with 5.5% for industry peers. As concluded by the researcher: 
"employee-focused strategies can result in substantial financial-performance 
advantages.’，7 Manpower cost reduction can achieve short-term corporate performance, 
but sustainable competitive advantage should be based on shared goals and 
commitments with staff. 
7 Source: Ghesquiere, Daphne, Being a Good Employer Pays. Press release, Far Eastern Economic 




Since our study was regarded by the employers as a sensitive topic, just one 
employer agreed for an interview, and thus limited viewpoints from the employers were 
collected. The report, therefore, mainly reflects employees' attitudes, which tend to be 
negative. Companies' rationale of adopting cost-cutting measures and benefits of 
those measures to the companies are not discussed in the report, and yet an issue 
worthwhile for further study. 
We have used the self-report method of data collection in the survey, as a result, 
intentional deception and poor memory of respondents or misunderstanding of the 
questions can all contribute to data inaccuracies. Meanwhile, there are limitations of 
using l-to-5 rating scale, namely the so-called "central tendency" problem and the 
ambiguity of mid-scale responses: a respondent choosing the midpoint may mean "I 
have no opinion". 
As mentioned in the Sampling Methods section, we chose Admiralty and Central 
to conduct our survey because of the likelihood of obtaining more target respondents. 
However, this would also put us into a risk of industrial bias, if any, since a relatively 
high portion of employees in those districts are working for certain industries such as 
banking and accounting. 
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Also, during our survey period, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was 
raging in Hong Kong. This has directly affected the response rate of on-street survey 
(lower than 25%) and telephone survey (7%). Higher portion of the survey has to be 
conducted through personal connection, thus demonstrates a higher-than-normal 
percentage of respondents in the age category 20-29. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
From the above analyses, several important insights are obtained: 
1. Cost-cutting measures reduce employees' sense of belongings and trust to 
employers. However, there is no evidence that conflict intensifies after adoption of 
cost-cutting measures. 
2. After adoption of cost-cutting measures, relationship between employers and 
longer-tenure staff tends to be more stable than that with shorter-tenure staff. 
3. Cost-cutting measures negatively affect staff morale, increase stress at workplace, 
reduce sense of job security and lower work passion. It is found that among all the 
cost-cutting measures, layoff and fringe benefits reduction impose higher negative 
effects on staff. 
4. Generally speaking, employers are reluctant to take remedial measures after 
adoption of cost-cutting policies, especially SMEs. 
5. Remedial actions taken by companies cannot effectively reduce negative effects on 
staff. Reasons include lack of sincerity and failure to keep promise by top 
management. 
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Under the SARS crisis, companies in Hong Kong are likely to adopt cost-cutting 
measures in order to survive. Although cost-cutting measures are unavoidable, 
post-effects on staff cannot be ignored. Communication is regarded as one of the most 
effective means. To ensure the effectiveness of communication, employers should be 
honest and transparent enough so as to get the trust from employees. They should also 
encourage employees to voice out their opinions and show sincerity. 
In addition, layoff should be treated as the last resort. Employers can talk to 
employees and find out alternative cost-cutting means together. With employee 
involvement, employees can better understand employers and support their actions. 
As mentioned in Chapter II - Literature Review, rewards and recognition are also 
effective means. According to Ms. Jeannie Fong, rewards and recognition do not 
necessarily mean money spending. Recognizing an employee's performance by 
sending him/her an email can be very effective. 
Now, Hong Kong is in the process of transforming into the knowledge-based 
economy. To maintain competitive advantages, employees' knowledge is critical. As 
such, employees should be regarded as the most important asset of the companies. 
Even though cost-cutting measures are unavoidable in times of economic downturn, 
employers should try their best to maintain good employer-employee relationship and 




SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (P.l) 
MBA Project - CUMBA, The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Objective: to investigate the effects of cost-cutting policies deployed by 
Hong Kong companies on employees and corresponding actions taken 
Part I (9 questions) 
1 • Which of the following cost-cutting measures has your employer adopted from year 2000 to now? 
(Can choose more than 1 option) 
「 P a y freeze 「 F r i n g e benefits reduction 
「 P a y reduction 「 V o l u n t a r y redundancy 
厂 Layoff 「 O t h e r s , please specify: 
2. Has your employer informed the staff about the reason(s) of adopting those cost-cutting measures? 
厂 Yes 厂 No 厂 Not sure 
3. Do you think that the adoption of those cost-cutting measures is necessary? 
「 Y e s 「 N o 厂 Not sure 
4. How do those cost-cutting measures affect the staff morale of your company? 
厂 Staff morale decreases - Please continue to answer Q.4a and then Q.5 
「 S t a f f morale remains unaffected - Please answer Q.5 
「 S t a f f morale increases - Please answer Q.5 
4a. Please indicate the measure(s) your employer has done to raise the lowered staff morale and 
rank the effectiveness: (Can choose more than 1 option) 
Very Not 
Please mark •••/•• in the appropriate box(es) effective effective 
厂 Provide outplacement service to the laidoff staff r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 r 5 
「 L i s t e n to and accept staff opinions & recommendations C 1 C 2 C 3 r 4 C 5 
「 G u a r a n t e e no further cost-cutt ing actions to be carried out C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
「 E n h a n c e training programme, such as team building workshop C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
厂 Arrange more social gatherings r 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
厂 Introduce staff reward sys tem C 1 C 2 C 3 r 4 C 5 
厂 Others, please specify: C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
「 D o nothing 
Overall r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 r 5 
5. How do those cost-cutting measures affect your stress at workplace? 
厂 Stress increases - Please cont inue to answer Q.5a and then Q.6 
厂 Stress remains the same - Please answer Q.6 
「 S t r e s s decreases - Please answer Q.6 
^ ^ 
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SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (P.2) 
5a. Please indicate the measure(s) your employer has done to help the staff to deal with the increased stress and 
rank the effectiveness: (Can choose more than 1 option) 
Very Not 
Please mark in the appropriate box(es) effective effective 
厂 Set job targets with staff C 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 c 5 
厂 Increase transparency, e.g. informing staff of company's outlook C 1 C 2 C 3 r 4 C 5 
厂 Organize more social gatherings 广 1 r 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
「 O r g a n i z e stress-handling workshops or seminars C 1 C 2 C 3 r 4 C 5 
「 P r o N i d e contacts of psychologists or counselors C 1 r 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
厂 Others, please specify: r 1 广 2 r 3 C 4 r 5 
「 D o nothing 
Overall r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 r 5 
6. How do those cost-cutting measures affect your job security? 
「 J o b security decreases - Please continue to answer Q.6a and then Q.7 
「 J o b security remains unaffected - Please answer Q.7 
「 J o b security increases - Please answer Q.7 
6a. Please indicate the measure(s) your employer has done to reduce that sense of job insecurity and 
rank the effectiveness: (Can choose more than 1 option) 
Very Not 
Please mark ' V ' in the appropriate box(es) effective effective 
「 G u a r a n t e e no further cost-cutt ing measures to be carried out C 1 C 2 C 3 r 4 C 5 
厂 Offer fixed-term/ permanent employment (for temporary staff) C 1 C 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
f " Offer job promotion opportunity C 1 r 2 C 3 C 4 C 5 
厂 Others, please specify: C 1 r 2 C 3 r 4 r 5 
「 D o nothing 
Overall r 1 r 2 r 3 r 4 r 5 
7. Please rate the change of the following aspects after cost-cutting measures have been undergone: 
Improving Worsening No change 
Sense of belongings and loyalty to the company 
Trust to the employer 
Conflicts with the employer 
Passion to work for the company — 
8. Which means do you believe your company can consider to reduce the negative effects of 
cost-cutting measures on staff? 
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SAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (P.3) 
9. Are you willing to continue working in your current company in the coming two years? Why? 
• Yes, because of: • No, because of: 口 Not sure 
r " Good relationship with employer F" Low staff morale 
厂 Desirable compensation package 「 H e a v y workload and high stress 
「 P r o m i s i n g promotion/ development prospect 「 H i g h level of job insecurity 
厂 DifficuK to find a new job F Undesirable compensation & promotion opportunity 
f Contented with current situation 厂 Deteriorating relationship with employer 
厂 Others, please specify: 「 I n t e n t i o n to work for another industry 
「 O t h e r s , please specify: 
Part II - Personal Information 
Sex： 「 M a l e 「 F e m a l e 
Age： 「 u n d e r 20 「 2 0 - 2 9 F 3 0 - 39 
「 4 0 - 4 9 「 5 0 or above 
Education level: 
厂 Primary 「 S e c o n d a r y 「 C e r t i f i c a t e / Diploma 
r University/ College 「 P o s t g r a d u a t e or above 
Occupation: 
A. Industry type (e.g., banking, trading, manufacturing, etc.): 
B. Position (junior, supervisor, middle management, high management or others - please specify): 
C. Size of Corporation: 
厂 50 staff or below 厂 51 - 1 0 0 
r 101 - 500 「 5 0 0 staff or above 
D. You have worked in the current company for: 
「 L e s s than 6 months 「 6 months - 1 year 「 1 - 3 years 
「 4 - 5 years 「 m o r e than 5 years 
E. Salary range (monthly): 
「 $ 1 0 , 0 0 0 or below 「 $ 1 0 , 0 0 1 - $20,000 「 $ 2 0 , 0 0 1 - $30,000 
「 $ 3 0 , 0 0 1 - $40,000 「 $ 4 0 , 0 0 1 or above 
Thank you very much for your assistance!!! 
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APPENDIX II 
PERSONAL INFORMATION OF RESPONDENTS 
(Total number of respondents: 165) 
Number o f ~ | % of 
Personal information respondents respondents 
Sex: — 
- M a l e “ 77 47% — 
Female 88 “ 53% 
Age: 
20 or below 2 ]% 
—20 - 29 89 — 54% 
— 3 0 - 3 9 56 ~ ~ 34% 
4 0 - 4 9 14 — 9% 
“ 5 0 or above 4 2% 
Education level: 
Primary 1 1% 
Secondary 39 24% — 
Certificate / Diploma 21 — 13% 
University / College 85 51% “ 
Postgraduate or above ^ 11% 
Occupational category: 
Accounting ^ 20% 
Banking and financial services ^ 24% 
Construction and manufacturing 12% 
Public sectors 11 — 7% 
Others (all are services sectors) _63 37% 
Position: 
~ u n i o r 54 33% 
Senior « 32% 
Mid-management ^ 15% 
Top-management 8 ^ 
Others 25 15% 
Company size (number of staff): 
50 or below 43 26% 
“ 5 1 - 100 13 8% — 
~ 101 - 5 0 0 33 20% 
~ 500 or above 76 46% 
Service period; 
Less than 1 year ^ 13% 
1 - 3 years 55 33% “ 
4 - 5 years 23 14% ~ 
5 year or above 66 40% 
Monthly salary range^: 
HK$ 10,000 or below 27 16% 一 
“ H K $ 10,001 -HK$20,OOP — 73 44% 
“HK$20,001 -HK$30,000 — 40 24% 
“HK$30,001 -HK$40,000 14 8% 
“HK$40,001 or above 9 6% 
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